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We report the self-assembly of aligned arrays of silver nanoparticles
governed by a reaction–diﬀusion–precipitation process. The average
2 mm wide bands containing nanoparticles which are 160 nm in
diameter are highly periodic with 0.9–3 mm spacing. Morphological
and analytical characterization of the particles has provided crucial
information for the formulation of a series of reactions explaining the
band formation. We propose that the silver/silver oxide colloids in the
bands turn into elemental silver particles upon UV illumination.

Self-assembly of small building blocks, such as nanoparticles
and colloids, into highly ordered structures has gained much
interest during the past years due to their unique chemical,
optical, electronic and magnetic properties.1 Today, the biggest
challenge in materials science is understanding and controlling
the assembly of building blocks into nanostructured materials.2
These materials exhibit emergent properties that diﬀer from
those of bulk materials and the individual building blocks.
Bottom-up approaches oﬀer robust, eﬃcient, upscalable and
cheap methods to drive the assembly of the building blocks by
regulating and controlling interactions between the elements.3
Liesegang phenomena, the self-assembly of small colloidal
particles into macroscopic patterns in gelled media, are among
the longest established examples of pattern formation in
chemical systems.4 Precipitation reactions and counterdiﬀusion of two water soluble ions (called outer and inner
electrolytes) in a gel in various conditions can give rise to

a

banded and quasi-periodic structures.5 These bands consist of
collections of small nano- and microparticles.6,7 In the past
decade, a number of eﬀorts have been made to rescale this
phenomenon from the macroscale to the microscale.7,8 Silver
nanostructures are of high interest due to their unique optical,
electrical and antibacterial properties.9
We now report the generation of a microscale pattern of
silver nanoparticles utilizing diﬀusion and chemical transformation of silver ions to a metallic form in an alkaline environment. We propose two potential mechanisms for the
formation of the self-assembled pattern based on morphological and analytical studies.10
The pattern generation is initiated by a silver nitrate loaded
agarose block (stamp) placed on the surface of a 4–5 mm thick
alkaline gelatin lm containing aqueous NH3 (Fig. 1). The
AgNO3 from the stamp diﬀuses into the lm and aligned bands
of nanoparticles form around the stamp (Fig. 1 and 2a). An
average band height of 40–90 nm, FWHH (full width at half
height) of 2.0 mm and spacings of 3.15 mm were determined
from SEM-FIB cross section images, made at approximately the
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Fig. 1 (a) Agarose stamp is prepared in a PDMS mould (b) and soaked
in silver nitrate solution (0.3 M). (c) Silver nitrate diﬀuses from the stamp
into the alkaline hydrogel layer and (d) concentric precipitation bands
form around the interaction site.
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(a) 3D laser proﬁle image at the end of the precipitation zone
(the ﬁlm was UV irradiated, 256 nm). 10 w/w% gelatin I ﬁlm (see ESI†)
containing 0.3 w/w% ammonia spin coated with 300 rpm, 90 minutes
stamping time. (b) AFM proﬁles before (left) and after (right) UV-irradiation (256 nm). The green marker in both images shows the same
particle. Measurements were performed in contact mode (30 mm 
30 mm).

Fig. 2

same distance (350 mm) from the stamp core. The diameter of
the particles composing the bands is around 160–170 nm and
slightly increases with increasing distance from the stamping
center, similar to the classical Liesegang system.7
Illumination by UV light was necessary to visualize the highly
periodic bands by optical microscopy, which raises the question
as to whether the bands form before or during illumination.
The gelatin lm “buckles” at the bands containing the nanoparticles; therefore, the presence of the bands can be conrmed
by atomic force microscopy (AFM) in contact mode. The AFM
prole of a pattern prepared in a dark box was recorded in the
dark. Thereaer, the lm was irradiated (lirr ¼ 256 nm) for
30 minutes and the AFM prole was re-recorded at the same
place. Fig. 2b clearly shows that the bands had formed prior to
the light treatment. Superimposed AFM surface proles also
demonstrate that UV-irradiation has no inuence on the shape/
structure of the bands.
To determine the chemical composition of the particles
forming the periodic bands, electron microscopy images and
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) spectra were obtained. Individual particles in 90–150 nm thin microtome cuts
(cross sections) of a band were analyzed by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). The high intensities of the
Ag peaks indicate that the material forming the particles
contains silver (Fig. 3a). The same result was found using scanning electron microscopy (SEM-EDX) (Fig. 3b) and in focused ion
beam cuts analyzed by SEM_FIB (Fig. 3c) (details in ESI, Fig. 1S,
Tables 1S and 2S†). Fig. 3b and S2† also reveal that the particles
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Fig. 3 (a) STEM image of a microtome cut and EDX measured on the
particle (red arrow) on the top left. (b) SEM image showing
the morphology of the particles in a band and EDX spectrum of the
particles. The red square indicates the location of the zoomed in
image. (c) SEM-FIB image of the focused ion beam cross section cut
and EDX spectrum of the particles forming bands and EDX spectrum of
the particles. (d) Survey spectra registered by XPS for a gelatin ﬁlm
containing bands (blue) and a gelatin reference ﬁlm (red). See spectra
also in ESI.†

forming the bands are built from smaller nanoparticles. In
addition, the SEM-FIB cross section images clearly show the
nanoparticles forming well-developed and distinguishable
bands both inside and on the surface of the gelatin layer.
To investigate the oxidation state of the silver species in the
particles, X-ray photoelectron (XPS) measurements were performed on bands illuminated by UV light for 30 minutes (Fig. 3d
and S3†). As the XPS spot size on the sample is 0.3  0.3 cm2,
electrons are recorded not only from the particles forming the
few microns wide bands, but also from the material between the
bands and from the gelatin lm. Since charge correcting the
spectra was impossible, the measured data revealed several
oxidation states for silver, most probably a mixture of silver(I or II)
oxide, metallic state (Ag(0)) and Ag2S. This is in agreement
with the optical observations and the collected EDX data (Fig. 3
and S4†). Since the XPS results were not conclusive, further
11–14
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analytical studies were performed to determine the chemical
composition.
In aqueous solutions, solid silver(I) oxide is in equilibrium
with solution phase [Ag(OH)2] anions which could react with
aerial CO2 to form solid Ag2CO3 (ref. 15–20) which darkens
when irradiated with UV light.21 However, the pattern also forms
in a glove box under a N2 atmosphere, indicating that the
primary particles are not composed of Ag2CO3 and also excludes
the formation of Ag2S from Ag(0) and aerial H2S.22 On the other
hand, the bands get darker outside the inert atmosphere,
therefore, the reaction forming Ag2S from Ag(0) and aerial H2S
cannot be ruled out completely.
Silver nitrate reacts with ammonia forming a diammine–silver
complex23 [Ag(NH3)2]+ which is light sensitive and can be reduced
to Ag(0) by irradiation. We tested ten alkaline solutions: diethylamine and triethylamine (each 0.1, 0.3 and 1.0 w/w%), and KOH
or NaOH (each 0.01 M and 0.1 M). In each case band formation
was observed, and we therefore conclude that silver–diammine
complexes do not have a critical role in band formation.
A system exhibiting silver-containing bands on the micro- to
millimeter scale was recently published by Nabika et al.24 In their
system, gelatin was used as the hydrogel and silver nitrate as the
invading electrolyte, but in contrast to our system, the authors
worked under acidic conditions and used sodium citrate as
a reducing agent and methionine as an additive. They proposed
that the process is governed by the formation of a silver methionine complex that has a diﬀerent redox behavior than silver
ions. To investigate the potential role of methionine in our
system, we used diﬀerent types of gelatins as well as other
hydrogels as mediums for band formation. Eight diﬀerent kinds
of gelatins were tested (see ESI†). Only alkaline gelatin lms
showed band formation; in neutral and acidic gelatin lms the
precipitate did not form a pattern. Agarose, agar–agar,
polyethylene-glycol and polyvinyl-alcohol (PVA)25,26 lms were
also tested with and without additional methionine (0.1 and
0.5 w/w%). Liesegang band formation was observed in alkaline
agarose and PVA lms. The base used had no inuence; the only
critical point was a pH above 7.2. Interestingly, methionine did
not enhance the band formation in gelatin or any other tested
hydrogel system. Therefore, silver–sulfur intermediates, which
may form in gelatin or other hydrogel solution, do not have a role
in band formation under alkaline conditions.
Based on the results of the hydrogel studies and the material
composition analysis, we propose a series of reactions which
could lead to pattern formation (eqn (1)–(4)):
Ag+(aq) + 2OH / [Ag(OH)2](aq)

(1)

Ag+(aq) + [Ag(OH)2](aq) / Ag2O(s) + H2O

(2)



AgðOHÞ2



hydrogelðHÞ

ðaqÞ ! Ag0 ðsÞ þ oxidised H
hn

2Ag2 OðsÞ ! 4Ag0 ðsÞ þ O2 ðgÞ

(3)
(4)

In alkaline aqueous and hydrogel solutions of AgNO3,
[Ag(OH)2] ions form (eqn (1)) which are unstable and either
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react with Ag+ ion and produce silver(I) oxide (eqn (2)) or are
reduced in the presence of a reducing agent such as the
hydrogel to elemental silver (eqn (3)).21,27–31 As most silver
compounds, silver(I) oxide is photosensitive and decomposes
into elemental silver when exposed to direct sun or UV light
(eqn (4)). It is known from our AFM study that bands are formed
but are not visible before irradiation with light.
A rst model is that the material forming the particles in the
bands is Ag2O (stabilized by the gelatin matrix), which is
reduced to elemental silver on the surface of the particles upon
illumination. This proposal is supported by the XPS results
which show the presence of both Ag(0) and Ag2O in the bands.
However, no change in the morphology of the bands was
observed by AFM aer illumination implying that the reduction
to elemental silver results in no signicant change that can be
detected by AFM. It is known that Ag2O dissolves in ammonia.
Freshly prepared bands, illuminated for 30 minutes, were
treated with a 3 w/w% aqueous ammonia solution and the
bands disappeared while the gelatin hydrogel remained stable.
If the lms were illuminated for longer period of time
(48 hours), the bands remained stable in aqueous 3 w/w%
ammonia solution. Nonetheless, these bands disappeared
when treated with aqueous nitric acid solution which dissolves
elemental silver. This suggests that during long irradiation, the
initial Ag(I) oxide particles are reduced to Ag(0) completely, as
opposed to only in a thin layer on the surface of the particles
during short illumination.
An alternative route is based on the reducing and capping
ability of gelatin (as well as PVA and agarose) resulting in
elemental silver as the ‘latent’ bands.31,32 In other words, silver
nanoparticles form directly in the hydrogel lms and are
stabilized in the hydrogel matrix.27,30–32 Silver nanoparticles can
easily be oxidized by air and in our open system the surface of
the nanoparticles would be covered with a thin layer of Ag(I)
oxide33–35 and Ag2S. This explains the presence of Ag(0), Ag(I)
oxide and Ag2S in the XPS spectra. The darkening during UV
illumination can simply be caused by a photographic eﬀect: the
Ag+ ions present in the hydrogel and bands are reduced to silver
while absorbing photoelectrons.36,37 The formed silver atoms
are not stable, they can easily decompose to Ag+ ions and free
electrons. However, the silver nanoparticles in the Liesegang
bands can serve as nucleation sites for photoelectron induced
reduction of the Ag+ ions. This is in agreement with the observation that only the bands darken during illumination, while
the areas between the bands remain unchanged. As the silver
nanoparticle color changes with the size, i.e. the initial yellow
color darkens to brown and eventually turns to black, the bands
become visible upon illumination. The change in the size is not
detectable by AFM, since the darkening starts at approximately
10–20 nm particle size.
For a conclusive determination of the composition of the
bands, additional information about the oxidation states of the
particles in the bands before and aer illumination would be
needed. However, to the best of our knowledge there is no such
high resolution method available which could detect the change
of the silver oxidation state in the nanoparticles in the bands. A
potential high resolution method would be scanning
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transmission X-ray microscopy; however, the broad absorption
over the silver energy range also includes the nitrogen K edge,
which causes signicant interference due to nitrogen present in
the gelatin, the membranes supporting the samples and the
focusing optic of the instrument. In XPS measurements the
resolution is too low to distinguish between the bands and the
areas between bands, and in all analytical methods (STEM,
SEM, FIB, EDX or XPS) except AFM, a radiation source is used,
which – as seen in Video S1† – can inuence and change the
structure of the particles. FIB-SEM studies enabled us to observe
cross sections of the Liesegang bands and reveal that the main
part of the band is inside the hydrogel matrix. The “buckle” of
the hydrogel lm that is observed with microscopy (Fig. 2a and
3c) is only the tip of the band.
In summary, we show a novel, inexpensive and simple
method to create a highly periodic, silver nanoparticle pattern.
FIB-SEM studies demonstrate that the bands are composed of
z160 nm diameter nanoparticles inside and on the surface of
the gelatin lm. Systematic analysis of the composition led us to
two possible mechanisms for the formation of the bands
starting from Ag2O or Ag colloid particles. Subsequent thermal
treatment at 360  C removes the gelatine, turns any remaining
Ag2O to Ag and binds the silver particles to a conducting
substrate, while the pattern is fully preserved. We believe this
exible and easily adaptable method will open up new possibilities for the preparation of meso- and nanoscale periodic
silver structures for applications which include nonlinear
optical components, antibacterial medical components, and
transparent conducting grids on electrodes.
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